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Hello
p8perhearts is a design studio specializing in custom wedding
invitation designs. p8perhearts has worked with a wide range of
clients creating beautiful and one-of-a-kind wedding invitations.

Your wedding. Your invites. Your day.

Your wedding,
is one of a kind...

Your wedding is a one of a kind, so why shouldn’t your celebration
be one as well. The theme and design of your invitation is your
welcome introduction to your loved ones, friends and family.
We embody true distinctions between design and the personalities for
our wedding couples. We encourage both ourselves and the couples to
explore the full extent of creativity and the message to their guests. The
focus of a personal and custom design invitation is what we specialize.
Having to spend countless hours researching and finding the best
possible solutions, we would like to extend our gratitude for giving us
the opportunity to showcase our work. Please sit back and enjoy the
possibilies that we can come up together.
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Emmy
& Jia

This concept was requested by a lovely couple who wanted
a touch of the beach and treasure map theme. Since it was a
destination wedding, we came up with the idea of a message
in a bottle as one of their invitations, while the foldout one
version (banquet information) was given to family members
and friends in a Chinese-bilingual format.
Part 1 of 2

{a}

Emmy
& Jia

{b}

{a}This version of a message in a bottle invitation was given to
close friends. It helped illustrate what the couple wanted as
they ensure a treasure hunt map to their wedding banquet. Each
scroll contained information to the wedding while revealing
destinations that the couple went through. {b}Confetti holders
were also designed to house loose confetti. {c}For seating cards,
lounge chair were cut and folded to direct guest to their table.
{d} Menu cards were also placed in each table.
Part 2 of 2

{a}

{c}
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{d}

Diane
& Joe

This couple enjoys the great outdoors and wanted to tie in an
outdoor theme according to the season that they were going
to be married in. We came up with the idea of falling leaves
and wood carvings of their names on a tree. This particular
design was cost effective and a fresh way of approaching an
all in one invite and RSVP card. Guests recieve the invites
and return the tear away RSVP card, creating a fast and easy
response without licking the envelope. The finished piece
created a personal touch and a warm and cozy feeling.
Part 1 of 2
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{b}

Diane
& Joe

{a}

{a} A postcard was designed to accomodate different groups
guests attending after the official invite was sent out. {b} A
16-page program was designed to accomodate all church
hyms and the wedding party. {c} As a bonus we created
seating cards that mimic a swing on a tree that was designed
on their invite.
Part 2 of 2

{c}

Laura
& Philip

This couple loved forsythias. The design of this particular
invite was design as an all in one invite and RSVP card.
When guests receive the invite, they read it, mark their
calendar and tears away the RSVP and sends it back like
a postcard. Less hassle with extra envelopes. A Chinesebilingual invite was also designed for their Chinese speaking
relatives.

Jeanne
& Timmy

Cherry blossoms bloom as this couple starts their life
together announcing their marriage. In this design, we
explore the pink color of the bride’s color palette. The
invite is in the front with green knots to mimic tree leaves.
While the back utilized the green strings to hold together
the RSVP and direction card. A program was also
designed to accomodate the wedding invite.
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Angie
& Tat

A Hawaiian flower was what the bride wanted for her
theme. We designed the wavy streams to accent the robust
floral design of the flower. A save the date postcard was also
designed to hand out to their guests. After the wedding, the
couple came back asking us to design their Thank You cards
by utilizing the photos that was taken by their photographer.
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Questions?
Would you like to see more?
We offer consultations where we can go over the endless
possibilities to create the best invitation for you.
Please feel free to contact us for any questions
in regards to your wedding invitations.
We look forward to hearing from you.
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